Wanna Make a Difference?

Come Join the Summer 2022 Team!!!
Texas Lions Camp Counselors are making the difference of a lifetime for families and campers with special medical needs!!
Make this Summer a Summer you will never forget!!

TLC's Mission: to provide, without charge, a camp for children with physical disabilities, diabetes and cancer from the State of Texas, regardless of race, religion or national origin.
TLC's Goal: to provide an atmosphere, wherein children who have physical disabilities will be allowed to achieve maximum personal growth and self-esteem.

Wanna know more about Texas Lions Camp?

Camp Friends are the Best Friends!
Texas Lions Camp is looking for 40 summer staff to work TLC-4-Families!
TLC's staff return rate is over 40%.
Each year Lions Camp gives away thousands of dollars in counselor scholarships!

Positions Available
- Activity Counselors
- Lifeguards
- Horses
- Archery
- Ropes course facilitator
- & many other activities!!
- NO experience needed.
- We hire a smile and teach a skill
- Sense of adventure necessary!

Why is Texas Lions Camp the Perfect Opportunity for you?
- Texas Lions Camp is all about making a difference in the lives of our campers.
- We see strength in our campers and encourage them to see strength in themselves!
- We operate in the Can Do Philosophy...
- We help our campers achieve goals even when circumstances may say...impossible...
- We say Possible!
- You can be the difference!

Excited to talk to us?

Texas Lions Camp | 830-896-8500 | tlc@lionscamp.com | lionscamp.com
Dear Future Counselor,

The best part about working at Texas Lions Camp is the smiles you will see. Sure, it's great making some amazing lifelong friends, fun memories, and eating more smores than you can count accompanied by a classic Texas sunset. But man, the smiles are unforgettable. With TLC-4-Families, not only do you get to work with very special kiddos, but you also get to work with their families! Watching the faces of our kids smile as they challenge themselves and reach their goals is so rewarding. What makes it even more special is we get to witness these kids gain incredible skills right alongside their families. The love, spirit, and energy that TLC embodies is like nowhere else on earth. 100% recommend working at TLC to make a great summer not only for yourself, but for the families you'll meet along the way.

- Taylor S.
WHAT IS TLC?
Texas Lions Camp is a summer camp experience for children with special medical conditions and their families. Located in the beautiful Texas Hill Country, TLC strives to give children increased self esteem and greater independence.

STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
- Lifeguards
- Archery
- High Adventure
- Recreation & Athletics
- Workshop
- Farm Life
- Photography
- Horses

HOW TO APPLY
1. Go to lionscamp.com
2. On the top navigation bar, Go to "Get Involved" and then click "Summer Staff"
3. Click on the red "Apply Now" button

TEXAS LIONS CAMP
4100 SAN ANTONIO HWY
PO BOX 290247
KERRVILLE TX 78029
(830) 856-8500